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Spectrophotometric Determination of Iron

I. Introduction

Samples can be analyzed spectrophotometrically for iron by forming the reddish-orange tris
complex of iron (II) and 1,10-phenanthroline, C12H8N2 (see below).  This complex absorbs light
in the visible region rather strongly with a maximum absorbance occurring around 510 nm.

The absorption of light by this complex follows the Beer-Lambert law (equation 1) over a wide
concentration range.  In this experiment the iron content of an unknown will be determined by
comparing the absorbance at a specific wavelength of an unknown solution to that of standards.

A = aRc (1)

where A is the absorbance (in absorbance units) at a specific wavelength;

a is the absorptivity at a specific wavelength; when expressed in units of L/mol-cm
it is the molar absorptivity (ε);

c is the concentration of the absorbing species, usually expressed in units of
mol/L;

R is the pathlength of the sample through which the light beam passes, usually
expressed in units of cm.

II. Procedure

A. Prepare a standard iron solution containing about 0.0500 g of iron per 500 mL by first
calculating the required amount of pure ferrous ammonium sulfate [Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2C6H2O]
(FW=392.14); confirm this mass with your lab instructor.  Weigh out the sample using an
analytical balance and dissolve this in about 200 mL of deionized water containing 5.0 mL
of 6 M H2SO4 in a 500-mL volumetric flask.  Dilute with water to the mark and mix
thoroughly by inverting the stoppered flask several times.  Do not dry the ferrous ammonium
sulfate before weighing.  Transfer about 50 mL of this stock solution to a labeled plastic
reagent bottle, seal the lid with parafilm and store in your locker.  This solution will be used
in a subsequent analysis.
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B. Using your calibrated autopipet, transfer 5.00 mL of this standard iron solution to a 100-mL
volumetric flask.  Add 10 mL of acetate buffer (5.0 M HC2H3O2, 0.5 M NaC2H3O2).  Add 10
mL of freshly prepared 10% w/v hydroxylamine hydrochloride (NH2OHCHCl) and wait 5 to
10 minutes for the reduction of any Fe(III) to be completed.  Add 10 mL of 0.1% 1,10-
phenanthroline solution, dilute to the mark with water and mix thoroughly.  Allow 10
minutes for the reddish-orange color to develop completely.  Transfer this solution to a
clean 250-mL Erlenmeyer flask.  Although these solutions are quite stable, it is important
to keep them tightly sealed during storage.  Use a stopper and plastic wrap to seal samples
stored in Erlenmeyer flasks and use plastic wrap around the stopper for samples stored in
volumetric flasks.

Prepare a blank solution in exactly the same manner as above except omit the standard
iron solution. Transfer the blank solution to a clean 250-mL Erlenmeyer flask and seal.

C. Measure the absorption spectrum of this iron standard between 700 nm and 400 nm.  From
the absorption spectrum, select the optimum wavelength to use for all subsequent
absorbance measurements.

D. Prepare four additional standard solutions containing 1.00, 2.00, 3.00 and 4.00 mL of the
standard iron solution in a similar manner as in step II.B.  Transfer each solution to a 250-
mL Erlenmeyer flask and seal.

E. Prepare your unknown solid for iron analysis following the procedure above.  Note that first
you will have to prepare a stock solution of your unknown as in step II.A.  Assume your
sample is 100% Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2C6H2O for purposes of preparing this 500-mL solution of
your unknown and weigh out the appropriate amount on the analytical balance. Dilute 2-,
3-, 4-, and 5-mL aliquots of this unknown solution and develop the colored complex as in
step II.B.

F. Measure the absorbance of all five standard solutions and the four unknown solutions
versus the blank solution at the selected wavelength.

III. Calculations

A. Prepare a plot of absorbance versus concentration using the data obtained for your
standard solutions and fit the data with a least-squares line (remember 0,0 is a data point).
Take into account the actual volume delivered by your pipet.  Calculate the molar
absorptivity, ε, for the Fe(II)tris(phenanthroline) complex. 

B. From the equation for the least-squares line and the absorbances of your unknown
solutions, calculate the molar concentration of iron in your stock unknown solution (take into
account the dilution factor and actual pipet volume).  Then calculate the grams of iron in
your sample of unknown and finally the mass percent iron in your unknown.

IV. Results

Report your results as the mass percent iron found in your unknown and its RMD.


